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The sixth book in the thrilling, action-packed, New York Times best-selling I Am Number Four

series. For years the Garde have fought the Mogadorians in secret. Now all of that has changed.

The invasion has begun. If the Garde can't find a way to stop the Mogs, humanity will suffer the

same fate as the Lorien: annihilation. There is still hope. When the Elders sent the Garde to Earth,

they had a plan - one the Garde are finally starting to understand. In the climax of The Revenge of

Seven, a group of the Garde traveled to an ancient pyramid in Mexico known to their people as the

Sanctuary. There they awoke a power that had been hidden within our planet for generations. Now

this power can save the world...or destroy it. It will all depend on who wields it.
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Instead of a review, I'm going to post something I would have found more helpful to those trying to

read the entire series in order.I am Number Four (August 3, 2010)Sixâ€™s Legacy (July 26,

2011)The Power of Six (August 23, 2011)Nineâ€™s Legacy (February 28, 2012)Eightâ€™s Origin

(online only)The Fallen Legacies (July 24, 2012)The Rise of Nine (August 21, 2012)The Search for

Sam (December 26, 2012)The Last Days of Lorien (April 9, 2013)The Forgotten Ones (July 23,

2013)The Fall of Five (August 27, 2013)Fiveâ€™s Legacy (December 23, 2013)Return to Paradise

(April 15, 2014)Fiveâ€™s Betrayal (July 22, 2014)The Revenge of Seven (August 26, 2014)The

Fugitive (December 23, 2014)The Navigator (April 21, 2015)The Guard (July 28, 2015)The Fate of

Ten (September 1, 2015)Legacies Reborn (November 24, 2015)Last Defense (February 23,



2016)Hunt for the Guard (May 31, 2016)United as One (coming June 28, 2016)

The story is still very interesting but I feel like the author's writing is becoming less and less

sophisticated. You can't seem to go more than 3 sentences without finding a curse word which

doesn't really bother me but I had initially told my students this was a good series to read. Now

however I am not so sure.

But then I love the entire series. I love the way it's put together and the characters. My favorite

quote in the entire series is in this book: "Because of course he does". You'll get it when you read it.

It's stuff like that mixed in with the stories that makes this a great series. Darn, already finished with

Fate of Ten. Now I have to wait another year to see how it ends. Wonder what will be told in the lost

files books between now and then? Legacies Reborn??? Sounds interesting! You'll enjoy this book

but it ends leaving you hanging. That's all I'll say.

The whole book encompassed only a couple of days of time and really nothing happened... I felt like

this could have been a slightly longer book and been the end... Now I have to wait a year for

another book that I fear will have just as little happen due to the split... Oh well I guess....

This is readable book but not very deep. I think the author took a short cut in his story telling with the

Lorien Legacy. It's a shame he didn't think of a more intelligent plot. It seems like he got stuck and

had to take this weak plot short cut

I really hate to admit that I enjoyed this series. It's definitely made for teenagers and young adults,

of which I am neither, but I was recuperating from a winter-long illness and my son bought it for me

not knowing what it was. I laughed, thought "oh no", then dug in and even bought the sequels. It's

not great literature. It's not flawlessly written, nor does it challenge the intellect. It's more of an action

movie wannabe, but there was just enough suspense to keep you wanting to know what happened

next. There are some very pedantic, somewhat sophomoric teen romance side stories, lukewarm

but probably appropriate for the target audience, and the gargantuan slobbering alien animals were

a bit over the top.Maybe it was the fever, but it was easy, quick and entertaining for a time when I

didn't need to be challenged.

I just loved this 6th installment of the series. I found it exciting & fast moving with the introduction of



a few new characters. Now that the earth has been invaded & everyone knows about the guard &

their powers its a full out war. We get more insight on the legacies & get another glimpse into who

the elders are including pitticus as well as setrakus ra this part of the story sheds great light on

where this all begun & hopefully where its all going. I can't wait to read the final book & hope we see

into the future after the war & what the remaining lorries create or re-create on earth the new lorien.

This is an exciting riveting read that will be over way to soon.

Holy crap! I thought this was going to be the last book. My adrenaline was pumping through the

whole thing. Once again, I'd be laughing so hard my ribs would be hurting to be followed closely by

anxiety, then a sense of relief, only to eventually have my heart ripped out. Oh the sweet agony!
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